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EFFAT UNIVERSITY  

ABSTRACT 

 

by Ajwaa F. AL Harbi 

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee: Professor  

 Department of Architecture  

 Abstract The purpose of this research is to collect different types of information and 

studies about airport around the world and in Saudi Arabia in specific, the research 

investigated case studies, standard books and Codes, analysis. In order to generate and 

form my own space program and study the appropriate site for this type of project, and 

finally to analyze the chosen site. 

 This research paper will help a lot in the stage of the architectural drawings and massing 

for Al wajh airport, as well as it will save time and effort to do it. 
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C h a p t e r  1  

INTRODUCTION 

Introduction: 

An Airport is a complex of runways and buildings for the takeoff, landing, 

and maintenance of civil craft, with facilities for passengers. It is one of the 

basic and most important buildings that should exist in almost each city in the 

world. It helps people to go from one place to another easily. Airports affect the 

individuals; it gives the first impression about the country or the city they are 

visiting. The variety of the airport terminals also are very significant to serve the 

travelers with their different needs and requisites the significance of modern 

airports can best be understood by looking at the rapid increase in air traffic. 

The upcoming years are growing rate in air traffic, passengers, and freight 

volumes, creating a pressing need for innovative strategies for airports. 

Competent overall design and engineering is necessary to optimize the potential 

of both existing and future 2030 airports.  

 

Project Overview: 

An airport terminal is a building at an airport which is considered to be under 

the category of transportation buildings. It is where passengers are able to get 

on and off aircraft. Inside the terminal, passengers can buy tickets, leave or pick 

up their luggage, and be checked by security staff and also may be known as the 

buildings that provide access to the airplanes through gate are usually 

called concourses. It’s an essential building in every airport. 
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THE MAIN GOAL: 

We are witnessing the rapid urbanization and modernization of Saudi Arabia’s 

Red Sea coast, and the return of the Hejaz to its former pre-eminence as a 

trading, cultural and leisure hub of the Arabian Peninsula. Al-wajh city has a 

strategic location on the map of 2030 vision as it will be part of hosting one of 

most promising Saudi tourist project “red sea” as a tourism-oriented city.  

Believing that it is very crucial to understand the significance of modern airports 

looking at the rapid increase in air traffic. The upcoming years will defiantly 

witness a growth rate in air traffic, passengers, and freight volumes, creating a 

pressing need for innovative strategies for airports.  

Project’s Objectives: 

Vision:  

the vision of this project is to innovatively re-design Al wajh airport terminal to 

accommodate future growth in air traffic. 

 Bring together the duality of a vibrant Hijaz and a great richness of red sea cost 

side-by-side in a singular and immersive experience of a terminal.  

The component of the traditional mall is combined with the experience of 

nature, culture, education, and recreation, aiming to provide an uplifting 

experience. By drawing both visitors and local residents alike, we aim to create 

a place where the people of Hejaz interact with the people of the world. 
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Mission:  

The mission of this project is competent overall design and engineering is 

necessary to optimize the potential of both existing and future airport terminal. 

Objectives: 

 Upgrade the existing airport to house more passenger capacity. 

 The design will take in consideration, creating efficient, short walking 

distances, informed by natural wayfinding.  

 Airport will be a modern, highly functional airport, with a unique sense 

of space 

 Designing the terminal to be extremely user-efficient and convenient for 

the passengers.  

 The new terminal aims to provide an inherently high degree of clarity to 

the direction of flows that aid passengers orientation.  

 One of the main goals is the sensual experience that the 

terminal building will give to passengers is welcoming feel.  

 the project also aims to include more efficient cargo complex 

that will speed up the process of departing and arriving cargo.  
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H i s t o r i c a l  R e v i e w :  

An airport is an aerodrome with extended facilities, mostly for commercial 

air transport. 

Airports often have facilities to store and maintain aircraft, and a control 

tower. An airport consists of a landing area, which comprises an aerially 

accessible open space including at least one operationally active surface such 

as a runway for a plane to take off or a helipad, and often includes adjacent 

utility buildings such as control towers, hangars and terminals. Larger airports 

may have fixed-base operator services, airport aprons, taxiway bridges, air 

traffic control centres, passenger facilities such as restaurants and lounges, 

and emergency services. 

The earliest aircraft take-off and landing sites were grassy fields. The plane could 

approach at any angle that provided a favourable wind direction. A slight 

improvement was the dirt-only field, which eliminated the drag from grass. However, 

these only functioned well in dry conditions. Later, concrete surfaces would allow 

landings regardless of meteorological conditions. 

The title of "world's oldest airport" is disputed, but College Park 

Airport in Maryland, US, established in 1909 by Wilbur Wright, is generally agreed 

to be the world's oldest continually operating airfield, although it serves only general 

aviation traffic. Bisbee-Douglas International Airport in Arizona was declared "the 

first international airport of the Americas" by US president Franklin D. Roosevelt in 

1943. Pearson Field Airport in Vancouver, Washington, had a dirigible land in 1905 

and planes in 1911 and is still in use. 

AL-Wajh Airport Historical Background: 
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Al wajh Airport Established in 1984 as a domestic airport with a passenger 

handling Capacity of 100,000 passenger. 
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DESIGN OVERVIEW: 

- Concept & Philosophy: 

 Saudi Arabia has entered a new era of progress and prosperity which ensures 

integrated development in the Kingdom at all levels.  

In recent years, Saudi Arabia has witnessed a series of developments in the 

fields of air transportation facilities. The project philosophy is to stand on the 

foundations of the past moving into the future of airports.  

The main concept of the project is to produce a sustainable user centric 

efficient airport within the city of Al Wajh one of the gates to charming Hejaz. 

radiating the identity, sustainability, economic growth, efficiency, operational 

excellence required by all international airports.  

The terminal is "The Main Diamond" of the project, the new terminal is 

dominant in a planning sense as well, impressively accentuating the picture 

of the city. 

The project will house different facilities that help in attracting more people 

green open spaces. and variety in amenities from Cafes, Restaurants, complex 

cargo facilities check in areas, hotel and more, this will help in producing the 

project as a complete, and interactive environment expressing long-term goals 

and reflects the country’s potentials and the projected future.  
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  

This chapter will cover an analysis of  different case studies on airport terminals. 

Each case study will investigate the site criteria, program, and space distribution. 

The content is essential because it compares real life projects that help in 

creating an adequate design. 
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C h a p t e r  2  

CASE STUDY 

CONTENT 

2-1 Introduction  

2-2 Case studies  

2-2-1 Fort McMurray International Airport 

2-2-1-1 General Information   

2-2-1-2 Program \ Space Distribution  

2-1-3 Passenger circulation   

2-2-2 Prince George International Airport 

2-2-2-1 General Information   

2-2-2-2 Program \ Space Distribution  

2-2-2-3 Passenger circulation   
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C a s e  s t u d y  1  |  F o r t  M c M u r r a y  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  
A i r p o r t   
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Location:  Fort 
McMurray, 
AB, Canada  

Architects  Mcfarlane | 
green | 
biggar 

Architecture 
+ Design 
Inc (mgb)  

Capacity  1.5 million 
passengers 
per year. 
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2 - 2 - 1 - 1  G e n e r a l  I n f o r m a t i o n    

The new Fort McMurray International Airport creates a relevant and meaningful portal for 

visitors and residents of the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo in Northern Alberta. 

The region is characterized by its spectacular geography and natural beauty including the 

Boreal Forest, the Prairies and the Northern Lights. Its seasonal temperatures range from -

40C in the winter to +30C during the summer. Economically, it is host to a burgeoning oil 

sands industry that has thrust the small community onto the global stage and contributed to 

unprecedented growth, with the population expected to double by 2030. Socially, the area’s 

rich history and thriving industry have fostered tremendous diversity within the resident 

community. They have also created the impetus for a large transient population—

https://www.archdaily.com/tag/fort-mcmurray
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temporary residents drawn to resource-based jobs who fly back to their home communities 

frequently between work cycles.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While Canada’s busiest airports have seen an average annual passenger traffic growth rate 

of about 3 per cent a year, Fort McMurray International Airport grew 25 percent in 2012 

and 2013, and continues to be Canada’s fastest growing airport. This, along with more 

forecasted growth, inspired the Fort McMurray Airport Authority (FMAA) to create a new 

https://www.archdaily.com/tag/fort-mcmurray
https://www.archdaily.com/tag/fort-mcmurray
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green-field airport, complete with a new terminal building, aircraft apron, taxiways, 

approach road, and parking areas. 

 

The $258-million project responds to the unique challenges of this context while seeking to 

define a dignified and meaningful place for a growing community whose identity is 

continually evolving. The three-storey, 15,000m2 building includes all of the typical airport 

terminal functions: check-in, security screening, domestic and international arrivals and 

departures areas, food/beverage and retail outlets, car rental agencies and administrative 

offices for airlines and the airport authority.  
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Fort McMurray’s remote location, its limited local labour force, and demanding seasonal 

constraints influenced several fundamental technical decisions early on in the design 

process. These factors were coupled with an overall desire to institute efficient green 

building measures. The building was constructed with significant offsite fabrication, 

durable materials and simple technologies in order to ensure quality and minimize both 

the construction schedule and future maintenance. Aesthetically, the overall goal was to 

create an iconic and memorable presence in the landscape and a directness and honest 

expression in harmony with the spirit of its locale.  
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1 - 1 - 2  p r o g r a m  \  s p a c e  d i s t r i b u t i o n   

Floor  Function  Area  

  

  

DEPARTURES LEVEL  

Plan Level -1 

3-check in hall  500 m2 

4 –rental, food 600 m2 

5-baggage drop 920 m2 

6-security queue  487 m2 

7-passenger waiting area 600 m2 

8-airside rental  700 m2 

9- Gate 2 140 m2 

10- gate 2 140 m2 

11- gate 3  140 m2 

12-gate 4 140 m2  

13-offices 960 m2 

  Circulation: approx.  460 m2  
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Total built area: approx.   

5,800 m2  

  

h 

9%

10%

16%

8%
20%

12%

3%
2%
2%
2%

16%

Areas percentage %

3-check in hall

4 –rental, food

5-baggage drop

6-security queue

7-passenger waiting area

8-airside rental

9- Gate 2

10- gate 2

11- gate 3

12-gate 4

13-offices
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Floor  Function  Area  

ARRIVALS LEVEL  

Plan Level -2 

2- car rental  300 m2 

3- retail & foods 700 m2 

4- arrivals hall  764 m2 

5- bag claim 1 400 m2 

6- bag claim 2 600 m2 

7- courtyard garden  1190 m2 

8- security checkpoint  580 m2 

9- offices  580 m2 

10- bag make up area  1000 m2 

11- services  830  m2 

12- cargo landing  1200 m2 

13- passenger waiting area  470 m2 

  Circulation: approx. 460  

m2 
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Total built area: approx.  

9494 m2   

3%7%
8%

4%

6%

12%

6%6%

21%

9%

13%
5%

areas persentage %

2- car rental

3- retail & foods

4- arrivals hall

5- bag claim 1

6- bag claim 2

7- courtyard garden

8- security checkpoint

9- offices

10- bag make up area

11- services
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2 - 2 - 1 - 3  p a s s e n g e r  c i r c u l a t i o n    
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 C a s e  s t u d y  2 |  P r i n c e  G e o r g e  
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  a i r p o r t   

Location:  Prince George, BC, Canada  

Architects  Mcfarlane | green | biggar Architecture + Design Inc (mgb)  

Capacity  700,000 passengers per year  
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2 - 2 - 2 - 1  G e n e r a l  I n f o r m a t i o n   

mcfarlane | green | biggar Architecture + Design (mgb) was commissioned to design three 

phases of the Prince George Airport expansion and renovation. The project has contributed to 

a strong civic identity for the Prince George community as the gateway into northern British 

Columbia. The project highlights mgb's interest in revitalizing existing spaces and structures in 

a highly sustainable manner. The first phase addressed new security measures required by the 

changes to airline travel after September 11th, 2001. New requirements by the Canadian Air 

Transport Security Authority resulted in a national program to upgrade Canadian airports with 

new equipment and, at times, new space. The second phase addressed new demand for 

international travel to and from the region. The second phase incorporates international arrivals, 

domestic baggage claim and offices for the Canadian Border Services Administration. 

 

 

https://www.archdaily.com/tag/prince-george
https://www.archdaily.com/tag/prince-george
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The project involves the expansion of the existing terminal to include a new departure lounge, 

international arrivals area, security screening area, baggage make-up room, support offices and 

renovations to the existing check-in hall and arrivals areas. The design modernizes the 1970’s 

Transport Canada designed terminal and establishes a fresh approach to the interior and exterior 

architecture. 

 

The structure is exposed heavy timber, concrete and steel. The design focused on the craft of the 

structural and envelope detailing. Exterior cladding includes an innovative structurally-glazed 

curtain wall supported on custom-designed castings. The unique point-fixed glazing system 
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penetrates only the inner pane of laminated glass in the insulated unit preventing thermal bridging. 

The glazing solution is the first of its type in North America. The ductile steel castings were used to 
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support the roof and used for departure lounge benches illustrating the design’s integration of 

architectural solutions from structure to furniture.  
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2 - 2 - 2 - 2  P r o g r a m  \  S p a c e  D i s t r i b u t i o n   

 

Floor Function Area 

  

  

plan level -1 

1-customs & immigration 240 m2 

2 - arrivals  entry 60 m2 

3- atrium 98.5 m2 

4- international arrivals 100 m2 

5- baggage claim area 150 m2 

7- domestic arrivals 134 m2 

9- security queue 28 m2 

11- baggage make-up 210 m2 

12- airline offices 60 m2 

13- departure hold-room 213.4 m2 

15- check in counters 193.5 m2 

16- restaurant lounge 221.7 m2 
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17-19 offices 170 m2 

18-departure entry 60 m2 

 
Circulation: approx.   

414 m2 

      Total built area: approx.   

 2350 m2 

  

 

12%
3%

5%

5%

8%

7%
2%

11%3%
11%

10%

11%

9% 3%

AREA PERCENTGAE %

1-customs & immigration
2 - arrivals  entry
plan level -1 3- atrium
plan level -1 4- international arrivals
plan level -1 5- baggage claim area
plan level -1 7- domestic arrivals
plan level -1 9- security queue
plan level -1 11- baggage make-up
plan level -1 12- airline offices
plan level -1 13- departure hold-room
plan level -1 15- check in counters
plan level -1 16- restaurant lounge
plan level -1 17-19 offices
plan level -1 18-departure entry
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T h e m a t i c  c a s e  s t u d i e s  

Case study 3 Thematic case study |Malé International Airport: 

Location:  Male’ , capital of Maldives   

Architects  IDA Architecture + Design. 

Area  55,000 sqm 

 

The new Terminal for Male International Airport is designed to handle 3mppa (4mppa in 

2035). Terminal area on two fully segregated levels for arriving and departing passengers. 

The architecture of the PTB draws its inspiration from forms created by the forces of Nature. 
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The basic roof form is aerodynamically shaped. When arranged in series they overlap each 

other to create a rhythm of progression, like crest of waves. The design of the PTB pays 

homage to the natural beauty of Maldives. Major parts of the Terminal sit on water landscape. 

With lush local floras and trees sprouting from the reflective pool, the overall effect of these 

lofty waves from roofs supported by tall, slender columns standing over water and with 

reflections, the overall visual effect is a “pavilion suspended on water”, much like many 

designs of world-renowned resorts already built around the country. The simple planning 

principle ensures the new Terminal is extremely user-friendly and convenient for the 

passengers. The architectural openness provides an inherently high degree of clarity to the 
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direction of flows that aid passengers’ orientation. The most important sensual experience 

any terminal building can give to passengers is calmness.  
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OSLO AIRPORT EXPANSION / NORDIC. 

Architect  Nordic- Architects  

Location  Oslo, Norway 

Area  115000.0 m2 

 

Project overview:  

Oslo airport is one of the world’s most energy efficient airports, and the new termi-

nal is designed to achieve ‘BREEAM excellence’. focus on ensuring that universal de-

sign is an integral part of the overall architectural concept has been an important part of 

the expansion project. in keeping with the existing terminal, this strategy includes simple 
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and understandable movement patterns that give the traveler a good overview and under-

standing of where to go. 

The shape of the building has been optimized for taking advantage of passive solar energy 

and daylight and has been designed to be responsive to changing weather condi-

tions. low-carbon technologies such as district heating and natural thermal energy have 

also been key elements of the sustainability strategy. 

 

Project purpose: 

The expansion doubles the size of the existing terminal building with the addition of a 

new, 300m long pier. Nordic continued the timeless architectural expression and rational 

simplicity of the original airport – which the practice designed in 1998 - whilst 

introducing new design elements to enhance the passenger experience. Nordic also 

updated the existing train station, which sits at the heart of the airport enabling 70% of 

all passengers to access the airport by public transport. 
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The pier is the main new design feature at Oslo Airport. The pier, which is constructed 

with curved glulam beams and cladded with oak, creates an efficient and flexible 

passenger flow by siting domestic and international areas one on top of the other, 

allowing all travelers to use all gates. 

 

The design concept:  

Passenger comfort and well-being have been key drivers of the design throughout the 

multi-disciplinary design team applied a holistic approach to sustainability, including the 

harvesting of as much on-site energy as possible. Snow from the runways will be 

collected and stored during wintertime in an onsite depot to be used as coolant during the 

summer. Natural materials have been used throughout the building: the new pier is 

entirely clad in timber sourced from Scandinavian forests. Recycled steel and special, 

environmentally friendly, concrete mixed with volcanic ash has been used throughout. 

By choosing environmentally friendly materials, the building’s CO2 emissions were 

reduced by 35%. 
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Interior spaces: 

 

Artificial lighting is designed only as a minimal supplement to high levels of natural 

daylight and can be set to reflect different moods according to weather, season and time 

of day. The compact layout of the building, transparency and open spaces enhances visual 

legibility and wayfinding, providing reassurance and peace of mind for travelers.  
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A panoramic window at the north end of the pier, a 300-metre long skylight and curved 

glazed windows on both sides open up the view to the surrounding landscape and beyond. 

Design analysis and highlights: 

The shape of the building takes advantage of passive solar energy and sunlight and 

features low-carbon technologies like district heating and natural thermal energy. 
High amount of recycled materials, eco-friendly insulation, concrete and recycled 

waste were used for the construction. 
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The pier’s roof is made of wood instead of metal and features low-carbon technologies 

such as district heating and natural thermal energy. The pier building along with the 

arrival and departure halls were constructed as passive energy structures that consume 

half as much energy as the current terminal 
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CHAPTER THREE: SPACE PROGRAM  

In this chapter, the space program is determined approximately, and the spaces are 

divided into zones according to their function. In addition, each zone is calculated in 

detail, indicating the function of the room and its area.   

Passenger Terminal facility criteria address functional aspects of Passenger Terminal 

layout.   

Terminals are composed of five major areas: 

a. Departing Passenger Areas. 

b. Arriving Passenger Areas. 

c. Administrative Areas. 

d. Aircraft Support Areas. 

e. Building Support Areas. 

Also this chapter presents area organization and adjacencies for Passenger Terminals.  

Primary design considerations include anticipated use and performance, organization, 

character, and adjacency relationships between spaces. 

Spatial Requirements: 

 To calculate allowable terminal space, and after studying the future plans for The Red 

Sea Project which is set to be built between the cities of Amlaj and al-wajh city , and 
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according to the stated expected passenger capacity will be 1000,000 million 

passengers per year. 

 

 Following the IATA Level of Service per Pax; Capacity is a function of Level of 

Service. 

 A facility can operate at varying degrees of congestion and delay depending on level of 

service intended and according to the Established design norms: IATA s Level of 

Service (LOS) Framework consisting of six categories, ie. from LOS A to F.  IATA 

recommended LOS ‘C’ as an appropriate service level to be used for designing new 

facilities or for rating the operational performance of existing facilities. LOS ‘C’ denotes 

Passenger load 

per year 

1000,000 million passengers  

Passenger load 

per day  

1000,000/360 = approximate of 2.777 passengers  
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overall good service to passengers while balancing economic terminal sizing with 

passenger expectations. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Level of Service per Pax

LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D LOS E LOS F 
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Space name  Number of Unit Total area 

DEPARTING PASSENGER AREAS - LOWER LEVEL 

Entry Vestibule 1 200 

Central Lobby 1 3,780 

Passenger Support Conveniences 

 

1 100 

Passenger Service Kiosk 4 100 

Service Counters: 

-Flight Check-In  

-Passenger Service  

-Traffic Management Office (TMO)  

 -Commercial Travel Office 

-Information  

1 420 

Service Counters: 

- Rental Car 

-Duty free  

3 500 

Restrooms 2 500 

Passenger Gate 

/صاله داخليه و صاله داخليه    

2 570 

Total  6,170 

DEPARTING PASSENGER AREAS - UPPER LEVEL 

Upper Level Lobby 1 3,780 

Departing Passenger Gate Area (2 Departure Gates), 600 2 1,140 + 1,140  

Passenger Agent Counter 1 100 

Passenger Seating Area 1 570 

Vending area 1 100 

Business Center  1 200 

VIP Lounge  1 1000 

Security Screening 1 780 

Food courts   1 570 

Gift Shop and Base Exchange Annex 1 200 

Restroom 2 500 

Boarding Corridor  420 

Total  

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

10,500 

ARRIVING PASSENGER AREAS - LOWER LEVEL international  
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Arrival Gate 2 420 

Restroom 2 500 

Immigration Station  1 360 

Baggage Claim 2 480 

Hold room 2 300 

Baggage Claim Exit   480 

Customs  1 360 

Total   2,900 

Space number Number of Unit Total area 

ADMINISTRATIVE AREA 

Administrative Office cubical,  2 100 

TMO/CTO 

 

1 60 

Terminal Management 1 100 

Supervisor/Funds 1 100 

 Dispatch 2 200 

Lost and Found 3 300 

Customs/Immigration 1 100 

Break Room  1 30 

Storage  2 20 

Optional: Conference/Training 2 200 

Restroom  2 200 

Mosque  1 100 

Total   1,510 

AIRCRAFT SUPPORT AREA 

Baggage Screening/Build-up 1 1000 

 Baggage Break-down 1 500 

Total   1,500 

BUILDING SUPPORT AREA 

Custodial Service 6 60 

Mechanical Room 6 60 

Electrical Room 2 100 

Total   220 
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Project total Area   22,800 
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Chapter 4 

Site selection 
 
 

Introduction   

Airport terminals are considered significant transportation projects that in most cases 

have important impacts on the urban context. During the investigation of candidate 

airport sites in a given area, a number of Atmospheric conditions, Accessibility of 

ground/land transport, availability of land for expansion, surrounding obstructions, 

Economy of the construction, Availability of utilities environmental, operational criteria 

as well as land use planning and cultural criteria are taken into consideration. the selection 

of the most appropriate site, where the use of multi-criteria techniques can be of great 

value. 

 

 

Arriving 
Passenger Areas 
– lower level 

INTER
10%

Arriving 
Passenger Areas 
– lower level 

DOMES\REGIO
N

10%

Administrative 
Area 
15%

Departing 
Passengers areas 
– lower level 

INTER…

Departing 
Passengers 

areas – upper 
level 

DOMES\REGIO
N

36%

Aircraft support 
area
5%

Building 
support area 

2%

AREAS PERCENTAGE % 
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Weighting Factors 

Rating from 1 – 3 from the less to the more important  

1 = not very important 

2 = somewhat important 

3 = important 

 

 

 

Site Criteria 

1.Site Capacity, (WF=3) 

The usable area of the land should be less than the total site area . 

While estimating, consideration should be given to special restrictions:  

• setbacks and vegetative buffers around the perimeter of the site. 

 • land for parking of buses and queuing space( drop-off).  

• Additional land for location of temporary classrooms or future expansions. 

 

 

 

2.Shape/proportional,(WF=3):  

Sites with shapes almost rectangular in form are usually easiest to plan. As a 

very general rule-of-thumb, an efficient plan can be achieved on a rectangular 

site with dimensions in a ratio of approximately 3:5 . 

3. Topography, (WF=2):  

 Ideally, the site is gently sloping with an elevation and contour which will 

ensure good drainage. 

4.Acess / Traffic, (WF=3): • Access to the site from minor arterials and 

collectors is more compatible than access from high speed or high volume road 
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corridors or a low volume neighborhood residential street. Considering traffic 

speed and intensity at the point of driveway access is highly important. 

5.Noise levels, (WF=2): • Noise should not be serious enough to cause 

interference with communication. The site should be far enough from air traffic 

and high speed vehicular traffic (especially trucks and buses) and noisy 

industrial or commercial enterprises. 

6.Utilities, (WF=1): • The presence of electrical, water, gas, sewer, and other 

services should be existed in the place. Specially, Connection into an existing, 

reliable water supply system and sewage waste disposal system with adequate 

capacity is preferred. 

 

 

7.Security and Safety, (WF=2):  

• Site should be convenient to a fire station, police station, hospital.  

 • Providing adequate site lighting to discourage vandalism.  

• Avoiding locations near social hazards neighborhood, such as areas with high 

incidence of crime or drug.  

• The site should be away from industrial and manufacturing areas to avoid bad 

air quality problems, such as odor, dust, noise, etc. 

8.Image/Visual Quality,(WF=2):  

• The quality of the neighborhood surrounding the site needs to complement the 

site rather than detract from it. The site should be located in an area with a strong 

positive identity and image. The site should be compatible with surrounding 

land uses, both existing and proposed. 

9. Visibility, (WF=2) 

• Prominent location is required to attract a large number of people.  

• A highly visible site along a major street with easy accessibility is 

ideal. 
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10.Future Development Plans, (WF=3):  This is a measure of the potential 

level of future developments in areas adjacent to a candidate site, which would 

have impact on the site. therefore, the value of the site could be increased or 

decreased. 

3. Neighborhood quality, (WF=3) 

• The quality of the neighborhood surrounding the site. 

• The site should be located in an area with a strong positive identity and 

image. 

11.Demographic Patterns,(WF=2): • The site should be located where people 

can easily reach it and conduct other activities during the same trip. It should be a 

place where people naturally converge. The site should be where the largest 

percentage of the served people will have access to the site frequently in the 

normal pursuit of their activities. 

 

12.Surrounding, (WF=3): • The surrounding of the site should have a relation 

with the main function the project. Thus, the project will blend with the 

surrounding and assist in achieving the objectives of the project.  

13.Views, (WF=1): • The views from the inside of the site into the immediate 

surroundings. 

14.Socio-economic impacts, (WF:2): This criterion deals with the socio-

economic impacts of the operation of the airport on the community such as 

relocation of families and business due to expropriation, changes in employment 

patterns, changes in the tax base, requirements for new public services, etc. 

 

15.Expropriation costs, (WF:3): This criterion evaluates the costs related to the 

required expropriation of land and existing buildings 
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CHAPTER 4 

Proposed Sites 

Site one proposal: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AL WAJH CITY 

AIRPORT ROAD 
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Site evaluation criteria 

Site criteria WF Site 

one 

1. Site Capacity, (WF=3) 3 5x3= 15 

1. shape, pattern (WF=3) 3 5x3=15 

1. Topography (WF=1) 1 4x3= 12 

1. Noise levels, (WF=2) 1 1x2= 2 

1. Access / Traffic, 

(WF=2) 

2 5x2= 10 

1. Utilities (WF=1) 1 5x1=5 

1. Security and Safety 

(WF=2) 

2 5x2=15 

1. Future Development 

Plans, (WF=3) 

3 5x3= 8 

1. Demographic 

Patterns, (WF=3) 

3 2x3= 6 

1. Image/Visual  

Quality (WF=3) 

3 4x3=12 

1. Surrounding, (WF=2) 3 4x3= 12 

1. Views, (WF=2) 2 5x2= 10 
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Accessibility: 

 

1. 14.Socio-economic 

impacts, (WF:3) 

3 5x3=15 

1. . Expropriation costs, 

(WF:3): 

3 4x3=12 

Total    149  
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S i t e  a n a l y s i s :  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Average temperatures and precipitation 

Wind speed 
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Wind rose 

Maximum temperatures 
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Z o n i n g  s t a c k i n g  d i a g r a m  
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CHAPTER 5 5.1 COST ESTIMATION: 

Site cost estimation 

Total Site Area = 50,000 sqm 

Total build area = 37,284 sqm 

Ground floor= foot print = 60% = 25,000 sqm 

second floor = 25,000 sqm 

Site cost per meter currently ≈ 400 SR 

Total site cost = 37,284 * 400 = 14,913,600 SR 

Construction cost estimation 

Skeleton price = 400 per m 

Finishing price = 600 per m 

Skeleton cost = 50,000 * 400 = 20,000,000 

Finishing cost = 50,000 * 600 = 30,000,000 

Skeleton and finishing Cost = 20,000,000+30,000,000=50,000,000 SR 

Material cost estimation 

Concrete quantity for the ground floor = Ground floor area * 0.52 = 30,000 

* 0.52 = 15,600 m3 
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Concrete quantity for the other floors = first floor area * 0.3 = 20,000 * 0.3 

= 6000 m3 

Total concrete quantity = 15,600 + 6000 = 21,600 m3 

Total concrete cost = average cost * total concrete = 220 * 21,600= 

4,752,000 SR 

Iron calculation = 12% of total concrete = 12% of 21,600 = 2592 TON 

Total iron cost = average cost * total iron = 3,000 * 2592 = 7,776,000 SR 

Blocks total = Total area * 20 = 50,000 * 20 = 1,000,000 

Total blocks cost = average cost per block * number of blocks = 2.6 * 

1,000,000 

= 2,600,000 SR 

Total materials Cost = Total blocks cost+ Total concrete cost + Total 

iron cost = 2,600,000 +4,752,000 +7,776,000 = 15,128,000 SR 

Contractor cost estimation 

Contractor cost = Total built area * Average contractor cost = 50,000 * 100 = 

SR 

Other payments = (excavation and back filling) 10,000 Riyal 

Total cost estimation 

Skeleton and finishing cost: 50,000,000 
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Total material cost: 15,128,000 SR 

Contractor cost: 5,000,000 Riyal 

Other payments: 10.000 Riyal 

Total cost: 70,138,000 SR 
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CHAPTER 6  

Capstone project: 
 
 

Poster 1  Poster 4 
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